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Abstract. A review of the most recent measurements of leading twist transverse momentum dependent distribu-
tion and fragmentation function accessed in the semi-inclusive deep inelastic scattering HERMES, COMPASS
and JLab experiments is given.
1 Introduction
The study of transverse momentum and transverse spin de-
pendent effects in semi-inclusive deep inelastic scattering
(SIDIS) has grown significantly in the last 15 years both
theoretically and experimentally, also based on the mea-
surements provided both by COMPASS [1–3] and HER-
MES [4, 5] and more recently by the Hall A experiment
at JLab [6, 7]. These experiments demonstraded the exis-
tence of interactions coming from spin-orbit correlations
inside the nucleon and in the fragmentation process, while
theorist have worked out the complete description of the
nucleon at leading twist [8, 9] and proven deep factorisa-
tion theorems [10, 11] leading to universality (or pseudo-
universality) of the newly introduced transverse momen-
tum dependent parton distribution (TMD PDF) and frag-
mentation (TMD FF) functions. As we know, if the quarks
are perfectly collinear with the parent hadron (or if we in-
tegrate on the quark transverse momentum k⊥), three dis-
tribution functions, i.e. the number density f q1 (x), the he-
licity distribution gq1(x) = f
q
+ (x)− f q− (x) and the transversity
distribution hq1(x) = f
q
↑ (x) − f q↓ (x) exhaust the information
on the internal dynamics of hadrons at twist-two (here, the
index q denotes the quark flavour, ± are positive/negative
helicities, with respect to the parent nucleon helicity and
↑↓ are parallel/antiparallel quark spins with respect to the
transversely polarised parent nucleon. If instead we admit
a non negligible quark transverse momentum, the num-
ber of distribution functions considerably increases. Spin
in fact couples naturally to the intrinsic transverse mo-
mentum of quarks, and the resulting correlations are ex-
pressed by various transverse momentum dependent distri-
bution and fragmentation functions, that give rise to a large
number of possible single-spin, double spin and azimuthal
asymmetries. At the leading twist, there are eight TMD
PDFs describing different spin/k⊥ correlations, such as the
correlation of the quark transverse momentum k⊥ and the
nucleon transverse spin (the most famous Sivers function
f⊥,q1T ) or the quark transverse spin with its transverse mo-
mentum, inside an unpolarised nucleon (the Boer-Mulders
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function h⊥,q1 ). All the eight leading twist TMD PDFs are
presented in fig. 1. Analogous correlations also occurs
for fragmentation functions that describe the hadronisa-
tion of the struck quark into hadrons. Also here the quark
spin couples naturally with the transverse momentum of
the hadron generated in the hadronisation process, as is
the case f.i. for the correlation between the quark trans-
verse spin and the transverse momentum of the fragment-
ing hadron (the Collins fragmentation function H⊥,q→h1 ).
Analogously to the eight twist-two TMD PDFs also eight
leading twist TMD FF can exist, denoted by capital letters,
we have D (unpolarised), G (longitudinally polarised), H
(transversely polarised) fragmentation functions. Thus,
D1 is the p⊥ dependent extension of the usual leading-twist
unpolarised fragmentation function, G1 the fragmentation
function of longitudinally polarised quarks, H1 the frag-
mentation function of transversely polarised quarks.
In the SIDIS process `(l)+N(P)→ `(l′)+h(ph)+X, the
convolution of TMD PDFs and FFs give rise to different
modulations as a function of the azimuthal hadron angle φh
and quark transverse spin φS [9]. These modulations are
orthogonal among them and allow to separate the contri-
butions of the different convolutions of TMD PDF and FF
entering the cross section. Nevertheless one of these asym-
metries always contains at least a convolutions of PDF and
FF; to further separate the two terms one needs to combine
the analysis of SIDIS experiments with those of e+e− col-
liders experiments where the modulations depend on con-
volutions of FF only. Doing global fits of SIDIS and e+e−
experiments further requires to evolve the TMD PDFs and
FFs to the measured experimental points, with the evolu-
tion kernel of TMDs still being investigated with different
approaches. The content in term of TMD PDFs and FFs
of the different azimuthal asymmetries/modulations that
can be accessed in unpolarized or transversely polarized
SIDIS is given in table 1; the superscript of the asymme-
try indicates the corresponding modulation, the first and
the second subscripts the respective (‘U’-unpolarized,‘L’-
longitudinal and ‘T’-transverse) polarization of beam or
target. As one can see, there are five Single-Spin Asymme-
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Figure 1. Nucleon description at leading twist when k⊥ is considered
tries (SSA), which depend only on the transvere target spin
S T and three Double-Spin Asymmetries (DSA), both S T
and PB (beam polarization) dependent. In the QCD parton
model approach four of the eight TSAs have Leading Or-
der (LO) interpretation. The remaining four asymmetries
are higher-twist effects, though they can be interpreted as
Cahn kinematic corrections to twist-two spin effects on the
transversely polarised nucleon.
SIDIS events are usually identified using standard cuts;
some differences for different channels and experiments
are due to the the beam energy and thus to the kinematic
domain. The DIS events are selected requiring the pho-
ton’s virtuality Q2 to be larger than 1 (GeV/c)2, the frac-
tional energy y transferred from the beam lepton to the
virtual photon to be larger than 0.1 (to remove events af-
fected by poor energy resolution) and smaller than 0.9 (to
limit the size of radiative corrections). A minimum value
of invariant mass of the final hadronic state W > 2 GeV/c
is also needed to exclude the resonance region. Typically,
values of W > 2, 3.3 and 5 GeV/c2 are required in the
data analyses of the JLab, HERMES and COMPASS ex-
periments respectively.
The kinematic coverage in x and Q2 for the selected
events strongly depends on the lepton’s beam energy. Fig-
ure 2 shows the regions of the (x,Q2) plane kinematically
accessible with lepton beams of 160, 27.5 and 6 GeV en-
ergies, corresponding to the COMPASS, HERMES and
JLab experiments respectively. In the COMPASS exper-
iment the x range is between 0.004 and 0.3, where the up-
per limit is given by the low luminosity; for the HERMES
experiment 0.02 < x < 0.4, while the JLab experiments
can presently measure with high precision at x > 0.1, in
the valence region. The average Q2 values are also differ-
ent and there is a strong x-Q2 correlation. At x ∼ 0.1 the
mean Q2 value is 6.4 (GeV/c)2 at COMPASS and about
2.5 (GeV/c)2 at HERMES. In the overlap region the ratio
of the Q2 mean values measured in the two experiments
goes from 2 to 3 with increasing x, in spite of the similar
mean values when integrating over the whole x range. The
differences in the covered kinematic regions make the ex-
periments complementary, and, all together, they guaran-
tee a good coverage of the phase space. The phase space is
in any case limited when compared with the measurements
of unpolarised PDFs performed at HERA in the nineties,
with an unpolarised lepton-proton collider.
In addition to the requirements on the inclusive DIS
variables cuts on the energy of hadrons are also applied,
depending on the experiment and on the physics channel
under consideration. In the single hadron analyses, the
relative energy z of each hadron has to be between 0.2
and 0.8. The upper limit, usually not required by COM-
PASS, is chosen to reject exclusively produced hadrons.
The lower limit is used to select hadrons from the current
fragmentation region.
2 Accessing transversity
The main properties of the the transversity distribution h1
are:
(i) it is chirally-odd and therefore does not appear in
the handbag diagram of inclusive DIS, which cannot
flip the chirality; in order to measure h1, the chiral-
ity must be flipped twice, so one always needs two
hadrons, both in the initial state, or one in the initial
state and one in the final state, and at least one of
them must be transversely polarised;
(ii) there is no gluon transversity distribution: this
would imply a helicity-flip gluon-nucleon ampli-
tude, which does not exist since gluons have helicity
1 and the nucleon cannot undergo an helicity change
of two units;
(iii) the DGLAP equations for h1 have been worked out
up to next-to-leading order. Since there is no gluon
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Table 1. TMD PDF and FF content of azimuthal modulations/asymmetries accessible in unpolarised or transversely polarised SIDIS
Acos φhUU ∝ 1Q
(
f q1 ⊗ Dq→h1 − h⊥,q1 ⊗ H⊥,q→h1 + · · ·
)
Acos(φh−φS )LT ∝ gq1T ⊗ Dq→h1 + · · ·
Acos 2φhUU ∝ hq1 ⊗ H⊥,q→h1 + 1Q
(
f q1 ⊗ Dq→h1 + · · ·
)
Asin φSUT ∝ 1Q
(
h⊥,q1 ⊗ H⊥,q→h1 + f⊥,q1T ⊗ Dq→h1 + · · ·
)
Asin(φh−φS )UT ∝ f⊥,q1 ⊗ Dq→h1 + · · · Asin(2φh−φS )UT ∝ 1Q
(
h⊥,q1 ⊗ H⊥,q→h1 + f⊥,q1T ⊗ Dq→h1
)
Asin(φh+φS )UT ∝ hq1 ⊗ H⊥,q→h1 + · · · Acos φSLT ∝ 1Q
(
g
q
1T ⊗ Dq→h1 + · · ·
)
Asin(3φh−φS )UT ∝ h⊥,q1T ⊗ H⊥,q→h1 + · · · Acos 3φh−φSLT ∝ 1Q
(
g
q
1T ⊗ Dq→h1 + · · ·
)
Figure 2. Phase space coverage of COMPASS, HERMES and
JLab
transversity distribution, h1 does not mix with glu-
ons and evolves as a non-singlet density and at low
x, h1 is suppressed by the evolution with respect to
g1. This has important consequences for observ-
ables involving h1 at low x and large Q2, such as the
Drell-Yan double transverse asymmetry at collider
energies.
(iv) The transversity distribution satisfies the following
bound (Soffer [12]):
|hq1(x)| <
1
2
∣∣∣ f q1 (x) + gq1(x)∣∣∣
(v) The first moment of transversity give the tensor
charge δq by:
δq =
∫ 1
0
dx
[
hq1(x) − hq¯1(x)
]
note that, due to charge-conjugation properties of
the defining operator, the tensor charge is the
first moment of a flavour non-singlet combination
(quarks minus anti-quarks).
Today, the most direct information on transversity
comes from SIDIS measurements with transversely po-
larised targets, which are complementary to the DY ex-
periments and have the advantage of allowing a flavour
separation by identification of the final state hadrons.
Among the various SIDIS observable related to
transversity, the measurements performed so far have pro-
vided precise data on two of them: the Collins asymme-
try [13] and the two-hadron asymmetry [14].
2.1 The Collins asymmetry
The main source of information on the transversity PDFs
is at present the Collins asymmetry, which couples h1 to
the Collins fragmentation function H⊥1 :
Asin(φh+φS )UT (x) '
∑
q e2qh
q
1(x) ⊗ H⊥,q→h1∑
q e2q f
q
1 (x) ⊗ Dq→h1
where ⊗ indicate the convolution integrals between the
quark transverse momentum and the transverse momen-
tum acquired by the hadron in the fragmentation process
with respect to the quark. In this case the asymmetry as
a function of x is obtained by integrating over the other
kinematic variables such as z, phT or Q
2.
The Collins asymmetry has been measured by COM-
PASS on deuterons (6LiD) and on protons (NH3) for
unidentified hadrons (dominated by pions), pi and K
(fig. 3), by HERMES on protons, for pi and K (fig. 4) and
by Hall A on neutrons (3He) for pi and K (fig. 5).
Both in COMPASS and in HERMES (when the same
sign convention is adopted 1), the Collins asymmetries
measured for charged pi on protons show a clear negative
signal for pi+ and a positive signal for pi− as a function of
x, z and pT. The asymmetries measured by COMPASS
and HERMES have the same amplitude once the HER-
MES data are corrected for the depolarisation factor, giv-
ing important information on the kinematic dependencies
of the transversity PDF and Collins FF. The trend is con-
firmed for K+, while K− and K0 signals are smaller (or
absent), and more statistics is needed. The null COM-
PASS results on deuteron allows to constrain hd1. A global
analysis of COMPASS, HERMES and Belle data allowed
first extractions of transversity PDFs and Collins FFs [15],
showing that transversity function is sizeable and different
1The COMPASS convension is adopted for the following discussion.
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Figure 3. COMPASS measurements of the Collins asymmetries for pi± and K±,0 on deuterons (left) and protons(right).
Figure 4. HERMES measurements of the Collins asymmetries on protons for pi± (left) and K± (right).
Figure 5. Hall A measurements of the Collins asymmetries on neutrons for pi± (left) and K± (right).
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from zero, with opposite sign and similar amplitude for
both the u and d quark, while at the same time favoured
and unfavoured Collins FF are also large, with similar am-
plitude but opposite sign. The Collins asymmetries on n
from Hall A, are compatible with zero as expected from
the fits of proton and deuteron data.
2.2 The two-hadron asymmetry
The transverse spin asymmetry in the distribution of the
azimuthal plane of hadron pairs in the current jet of DIS
have been measured by HERMES with the proton target
and by COMPASS both with the deuteron and the proton
targets. Also for this asymmetry there are some small dif-
ferences between the analysis performed by the two exper-
iments, that comprises a different definition of tranverse
vector of the two hadrons (the azimuthal angle derived
in the two cases eventually coincide in the γ∗N system).
Apart from slightly different DIS cuts, HERMES requires
a missing mass larger than 2 GeV/c2 to avoid contribu-
tions from exclusive two pion production. Also a mini-
mum pion momentum of 1 GeV is required for pion iden-
tification. In the COMPASS analysis, the event selection
is more similar to that of the single hadron asymmetries,
with a decreased minimum z energy fraction required for
both the hadrons z1,2 > 0.1 and an upper limit of 0.9. In the
extraction of the asymmetries no dependence on the sin θ
component of the dihadron fragmentation function is taken
into account since in the COMPASS kinematics the sin θ
distribution is strongly peaked at one (〈sin θ〉 = 0.94) and
the cos θ distribution is symmetric around zero. The larger
W accessible in COMPASS as compared to HERMES and
JLab resulted in a higher sample of multi-hadron events
and consequently more precise 2h asymmetries. COM-
PASS results are shown in fig. 6 for both protons and
deuteron and for different particles combinations. A clear
signal in the valence region is only visible for pi+pi− com-
bination.
Recently COMPASS pointed out that the dihadron
asymmetry as functions of x and the Collins asymmetries
for both pi+ and pi− show important similarities, i.e the di-
hadron asymmetry is slightly larger in magnitude, but very
close to the values of the Collins asymmetry for positive
hadrons and to the value of the negative pions, after re-
versing the sign of the asymmetry. Taking into account
correlations between azimuthal angles of positive and neg-
ative pions in the two hadron sample, that suggests that in
the multi-hadrons fragmentation of the struck quark az-
imuthal angles of positive and negative hadrons created in
the event differ by ≈ pi, hinting for a common origin for the
Collins mechanism and the dihadron fragmentation func-
tion, as originally suggested in the 3P0 Lund model [16],
or the recursive string fragmentation model [17].
3 The Sivers asymmetry
The azimuthal asymmetry
fq/N↑ (x,~k⊥) − fq/N↑ (x,−~k⊥) = 2(Pˆ ×
~k⊥) · ~S
M
f⊥,q1T (x, k
2
⊥)
constructed from the difference of the probability to find
an unpolarised quark with transverse momentum ~k⊥ or
−~k⊥ inside a transversely polarised nucleon is proportional
to the Sivers function f⊥1T . If not null, such azimuthal
asymmetry will therefore show that unpolarised quarks in
a transversely polarised nucleon have a preferential motion
direction (f.i. f⊥1T > 0 f.i. means that in a nucleon moving
in the positive zˆ direction and transversely polarised up-
wards in yˆ, the unpolarised quarks will tend to move to the
right, towards −xˆ).
The Sivers functions are associated with the time-
reversal (T ) odd correlations (Pˆ × ~k⊥) · ~S , defining the
Sivers function as a “T-odd distribution”. It was shown
that in order not to vanish this TMD PDF requires final
state interactions in SIDIS, i.e. only gluon exchanges be-
tween the struck quark and the target remnant can generate
a non-zero Sivers asymmetry. Since time reversal changes
a future-pointing Wilson line into a past-pointing one, T-
invariance, rather than constraining f⊥1T to zero, gives a re-
lation between processes that probe Wilson lines pointing
in opposite time directions. In particular, since in SIDIS
the Sivers asymmetry arises from the interaction between
the spectator and the outgoing quark, whereas in Drell-Yan
production it arises from the interaction between the spec-
tator and an incoming quark, one gets a process dependent
result in the measurement of the Sivers function:(
f⊥1T
)
SIDIS
= −
(
f⊥1T
)
DY
This relation is a direct consequence of the gauge struc-
ture of parton distribution functions, and its experimental
check would be extremely important. The quark Sivers
function has an exact gluonic counterpart, f g⊥1 , which rep-
resents the distribution of unpolarised gluons in a trans-
versely polarised hadron.
The main source of information on the Sivers PDFs is
the measurement of the Sivers asymmetry in SIDIS, which
couples f⊥1T to the unpolarised fragmentation function D1:
Asin(φh−φS )UT (x) '
∑
q e2q f
⊥,q
1T (x) ⊗ Dq→h1∑
q e2q f
q
1 (x) ⊗ Dq→h1
here again ⊗ indicates the convolution integrals. Again the
asymmetry as a function of x is obtained by integrating
over the other kinematic variables such as z, phT or Q
2.
As for the Collins asymmetry, the Sivers asymmetry
has been measured by COMPASS on deuterons (6LiD) and
on protons (NH3) for unidentified hadrons (dominated by
pions), pi and K (fig. 7), by HERMES on protons, for pi and
K (fig. 8) and by Hall A on neutrons (3He) for pi (fig. 9).
For both COMPASS and HERMES the asymmetries
for negative pions and kaons, as well as for neutral kaons
are compatible with zero, while for positive pions and
kaons there is a clear evidence for a positive signal. For
COMPASS the signal extends over the full measured x re-
gion and increases with z. As for HERMES, the K+ signal
is larger than the pi+ one, which indicates a possibly not
negligible role of sea quarks. Unlike the case of the Collins
asymmetry, the Sivers asymmetry measured by COM-
PASS at large x for positive pions and kaons is smaller
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Figure 6. COMPASS measurements of the two identified hadron asymmetries of pi+pi−, pi+K−, K+pi− and K+K− on deuterons (left) and
protons (right).
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Figure 7. COMPASS measurements of the Sivers asymmetries for pi± and K±,0 on deuterons (left) and protons(right).
than the one from HERMES. Several fits, which include
the recently revisited Q2 evolution, were performed us-
ing HERMES asymmetries, COMPASS asymmetries on
deuteron and for unidentified hadrons on proton, and JLab
Hall A asymmetries on 3He. Some of these fits [18–20],
which employ Q2 TMD evolutions, are shown to well re-
produce the results of the three experiments.
COMPASS has very recently measured the Sivers
asymmetry for gluons [21] from the data collected with
the 6LiD transversely polarized target. The Sivers gluon
asymmetry was extracted using a technique similar to the
one adopted for the gluon helicity ∆g analysis [22, 23].
As expected from phenomenological studies of existing
data [24, 25] the asymmetry is small (fig. 10) and com-
patible with zero, within the present experimental preci-
sion. Higher precision is expected from the analysis of the
transversely polarised COMPASS NH3 data.
4 Multidimensional asymmetries: x-Q2
binning
The relative large statistics collected by COMPASS with
a proton target allows to study, within a single x bin, the
behaviour of the asymmetries as a function of Q2. This is
particularly important also in view of the planned Drell-
Yan measurement that will check the expected change of
sign of the Sivers asymmetry, selecting events above J/ψ
EPJ Web of Conferences
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Figure 8. HERMES measurements of the Sivers asymmetries on protons for pi± (left) and K± (right).
Figure 9. Hall A measurements of the Sivers asymmetries on neutrons for pi± (left) and K± (right).
resonance, i.e. Q2 > 16 (GeV/c)2. Collins and Sivers
asymmetries as a function of x are shown in fig. 11
Non-zero effects were detected for asymmetries in all
ranges. A clear signal is visible for Sivers with positive
hadrons in all ranges and some hints of possible non-zero
effect can be noticed for negative hadrons at relatively
large x-Q2. The Collins asymmetry is visible both for pos-
itive and negative hadrons in all Q2-ranges except in the
very low-x region. A more completat multidimensional
analysis is in preparation, aiming to present it at the forth-
coming SPIN2014 Conference.
5 Inclusive asymmetries
Recently HERMES has studied single-spin asymmetries
in inclusive electro-production of charged pions and kaons
from transversely polarised protons [26]. These asym-
metries were studied as a function of the azimuthal an-
gle ψ about the beam direction between the target-spin
direction and the hadron production plane, the transverse
hadron momentum PT relative to the direction of the inci-
dent beam, and the Feynman variable xF . The sinψ asym-
metries are positive for pi+ and K+, slightly negative for
pi− and consistent with zero for K−. Measuring inclusive
asymmetries with lepton beams allows (at variance to AN
measurements with hadron beams) to investigate the dif-
ferent contribution from events with a lepton in the accep-
tance (DIS) and events without it (quasi-real production,
or ’anti-tagged’). Figure 12 shows the asymmetries for the
three subsamples (anti-tagged, DIS with 0.2 < z < 0.7 and
DIS with z > 0.7) are shown. For the anti-tagged the asym-
metries are almost identical to the full inclusive asymme-
tries, as expected by their much large statistics. Very large
asymmetries are observed for the z > 0.7 DIS sample (pos-
itive for pi+ and negative for pi−) with values reaching up
to 0.4 for the positive hadrons. The source of these large
asymmetries is not fully understood, and is probably com-
binations of different processes, exclusive production of
vector mesons, contributing up to 50% to the pions in the
large PT region, on top of standard DIS.
TRANSVERSITY 2014
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Figure 11. Collins (left) and Sivers (right) asymmetries for 4 Q2 bins as a function of x and z.
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Figure 10. COMPASS Sivers asymmetry for gluons (top) to-
gether with the measured asymmetries for the QCD Compton
process (middle) and the leading order γ∗q → q process (bot-
tom).
6 Other transverse momentum dependent
single spin asymmetries
Besides Collins and Sivers asymmetries, most of the other
transverse spin asymmetries, containing the remaining six
twist two TMD PDF are, at the present experimental pre-
cision, small or compatible with zero. An exception is
the the only leading-twist LT-amplitude Acos(φh−φs)LT giv-
Figure 12. Hall A measurements of the Sivers asymmetries on
neutrons for pi± (left) and K± (right).
ing access to the worm-gear gq1T distribution function.
g
q
1T (x, k
2
T ) describes longitudinal polarisation of quarks in
transversely polarised nucleon and is the only TMD that is
both chiral-even and T-even and that does not involve final-
state interactions to exist. Similar to Collins and Sivers
terms this asymmetry is expected to scale according to
∼ |Ph⊥|. gq1T (x, k2T ) requires an interference between wave
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Figure 14. Hall A measurements of Acos(φh−φs)LT on neutrons show-
ing some hint of non zero asimmetries, more evident for pi−.
function components differing by one unit of quark orbital
angular momentum, therefore the observation of a nonzero
result would provide direct evidence that quarks carry or-
bital angular momentum, constraining an important part of
the nucleon spin sum rule [27].
COMPASS proton results for Acos(φh−φs)LT are presented
in Fig. 13. The statistical uncertainties of all LT-
asymmetries are considerably larger than the ones of UT
SSAs due to the relatively smaller D(y) factors. Statistical
precision achieved with proton data revealed a non-zero
trend at relatively large x-region. JLab Hall A neutron re-
sults for Acos(φh−φs)LT are presented in Fig. 14. Also in this
case there are hints of a non-zero trend at large x-region.
7 Conclusions
The study of the transverse spin and transverse momen-
tum structure of hadrons has grown considerably in the
last years and is now a central item of research of many
laboratories around the world. In the last years, relevant
experimental findings were:
- that there is a correlation between the spin of trans-
versely polarised quarks and the p⊥ of the hadrons cre-
ated in the quark hadronisation process. Convincing ev-
idence for this correlation has been provided by both
SIDIS processes on transversely polarised nucleons and
high energy e+e− annihilation into hadrons (this have
made possible have a first measurement of the transver-
sity distribution function);
- that there is also a non-zero correlation between the
spin of a transversely polarised nucleon and the intrinsic
transverse momentum of the quarks.
Still, many things remain to be done; the available
SIDIS data cover only a limited phase space, and many
more data are needed to obtain the pT and Q2 dependence
of the asymmetries in the different x and z bins, that are
needed to allow model independent extraction of the TMD
functions.
In the near future more SIDIS data will be collected
by JLab at 12 GeV, while COMPASS will perform the
first ever polarised Drell-Yan process in pi−p, to check the
change of sign of the Sivers function. COMPASS will also
provide new measurements of azimuthal asymmetries in
SIDIS on a liquid hydrogen target.
In an even more distant future, many projects have
been proposed. The PAX experiment at FAIR aims to
investigate Drell-Yan reactions in polarised antiproton-
polarised proton scattering (very clean way to address the
transversity functions, but very challenging). Fixed tar-
get DY experiments scattering polarised protons on po-
larised protons are being planned at JPARC, in Japan, and
at NICA, in Dubna. It is clear, however, that the future of
this field strongly depends on the realization of the long
time dreamed polarised electron-polarised proton collider.
The US project is on his track as a joint BNL-JLab collab-
oration and has been approved as one of the ’Long range
plans’ of the NSAC, while recently, China is also study-
ing the option to build a collider at the planned HIAF fa-
cility (‘EIC@HIAF) with a lower energy/luminosity, (
√
s
similar to COMPASS) and both polarised electron and po-
larised proton beams.
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